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Take the flower extrusion and place it between 
one black and one white extrusion. Repeat with 
all pieces.

Prepare flower extensions from LC Disk 6, 
polymer clay in black, white color, and one color.  

Make a bigger cane.

FLOWER CANE 1

I extruded blue clay through the flower disc and 
black and white clay through the other disc. 
Cut all extrusions into the same pieces (about 
5 - 10 cm long). 

Slice the cane and use it in your project. You can 
use LC Slicer or LC Mini Slicer for precise slices.





Take the yellow extrusion and place it between 
two half-flowers extrusions. Make more flowers 
this way. I made some with a white fill and the rest 
with a black fill.

Prepare half-flower disc and flower filing disc 
from LC Disk 6. You will also need a disc with small 
holes from the LC Disk 1. I also used polymer clay 
in black, white color, red, and yellow colors. 

Press flower canes together to create a bigger 
pattern.

FLOWER CANE 2

Extrude yellow clay through the disk with small 
holes, red clay through the half-flower disc, and 
black and white clay through the last disc. Cut all 
extrusions into smaller pieces.

Slice the pattern using LC Slicer or LC Mini Slicer.





Place two black (rhombus) extrusions between 
two yellow (crown) extrusions.

For this pattern, you will need a crown disc 
from the LC Disk 6, one disc from the LC Disk 
5 (rhombus or triangle shape), and clay in two 
contrast colors. I used yellow and black.

Make a similar pattern with reverse colors. 

TRAPEZOIDAL CANE

Extrude yellow clay through the crown disc and 
black clay through the rhombus disc. Cut it into 
smaller pieces.

Now you can slice your canes.  





Slice extrusions using LC Slicer or LC Mini Slicer.For this pattern, you will need only one disc - 
puzzle from LC Disk 6. Prepare black polymer clay 
and one blend.  

Start assembling puzzles.

PUZZLE PATTERN

Run the blend through the machine at the thin 
setting and roll it up. Put it in the Czextruder and 
extrude it through the puzzle disc. Then extrude 
the black clay through the same disc.





Cut extrusions into smaller pieces and place one 
yellow extrusion between one black and one 
white extrusion.

Prepare a disc with 3 holes from LC Disk 2 and 
a matching disc from the LC Disk 6.

Now you can make a bigger cane.

CIRCLE CANE 1

I extruded yellow clay through the disc with 
3  holes disc and black and white clay through 
the other disc.

Slice the cane and use it in your project.





Assemble the cane.For this pattern, you will need a quarter-circle disc 
from LC Disk 3 and a matching disc from LC Disk 
6. I used clay in black and white colors.

Use it in your project. You can use LC Slicer or LC 
Mini Slicer to make even slices.

CIRCLE CANE 2

Extrude both colors throughout both discs. Cut 
all extrusions into smaller pieces.





You can reduce the diameter of the stack 
slightly by rolling with your hand. Put it into the 
Czextruder and extrude the clay.

Prepare a square disc from LC Disk 6.

Cut the extrusion into small same-size pieces. 
Place them next to each other and press them 
together.

KLIMT CANE

Condition polymer clay. Prepare a sheet (about 
1 – 2 mm thick) in yellow, white, and green color. 
Cut circles from each sheet using a cookie cutter 
– in the size of the Czextruder barrel. Stack circles 
on top of each other.

Slice your cane. 





Place the bulls-eye cane into the Czextruder and 
extrude it.

To make these flowers, you will need a drop 
shape disc from LC Disk 6. 

Slice the extrusion. You can use LC Slicer 
or  LC  Mini Slicer and assemble the flower. 
Use a metal ball tool to make it rounded. Bake it 
on the ball tools according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 

CZEXTRUDER FLOWERS

Make a bulls-eye cane. I ran a purple blend 
through the machine at the thin setting and rolled 
it up. Then I wrapped it with a thin black sheet.

Make a small ball from black clay. and cut it in half. 
Glue it in the middle of the flower (use liquid clay). 
Bake again.



LC DISK 6
ORDER NOW: LC STORE - AMAZON

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/84-lc-disks
https://www.amazon.com/lucyclay

